State and government in Africa

Presentation
This course is an introduction to the study of politics in Africa, via
an exploration of the forms of State embodiment, of the modes
of government, and of the actors and institutions involved therein.
It introduces multi-disciplinarity in the study of politics: one of the
main contributions of African studies is to associate political science
with history, anthropology and sociology of development. Two main
approaches are combined. First, the historical approach, through
which pre-colonial, colonial and post-colonial Africa will be discussed.
Secondly, the sociological approach, which consists of examining the
modes of government in Africa; government in which a wide range
of actors participate - in partnership but also often in competition
with the State. Thus, the objective of this course is to address two
fundamental concepts of political science, "the State" and "government",
and to understand in what way they are useful for gaining a better
understanding of politics in Africa.

Recommended Prerequisite(s)
This course is intended for third-year and international students. It
complements other courses in political science provided since the
first year and will strengthen your theoretical knowledge by offering a
decentred outlook on Africa.
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In brief
ECTS credits : 2.0
Number of hours : 18.0
Teaching term : Six-monthly
Teaching activity : Lecture course
Year : Third year
Validation : Final written examination
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Formule pédagogique
The course uses three pedagogical approaches: as a lecture, it is based on formal presentations during which you will be encouraged
to ask your questions; it is also based, on your active preparation prior to lectures, via the consultation of documents accessible on
the learning platform (Moodle); finally, personal reading efforts are an integral part of the course. This course will use archives, maps
or even extracts from documentary films, which will help you to understand the ways in which power is exercised over the long term,
and to show how they are intertwined.
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